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Monitoring different asset classes



What are the options to invest in?

Equities

Fixed Income
Gold

Real Estate



Pros & Cons of each of the Asset Classes

Instrument Tax-efficient Liquidity Low transaction cost

Equities √ High √

Fixed Income Instruments × High √

Gold × Moderate - High ×

Real Estate × Low ×



Risk-Return Profile of Major Asset Classes
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Mutual Fund as an 

investment avenue



What is a Mutual Fund?

Investors prefer mutual

funds as managing them

can be way easier than

handling stocks or bonds

individually.

The funds are managed by

professional fund managers.

Investors get mutual fund

units, on a proportionate

basis, for the sum

contributed to the pool.

Fund belongs to all unit

holders.

A mutual fund is a common pool of money into

which investors put their contributions to be

invested in accordance with a stated objective.



Advantages of Mutual Funds

01 
Professional management

02 
Tax-efficient

04 
Convenient for transaction

05 
Liquidity

03 
Economies of scale

06 
Well-regulated

07 
Portfolio diversification

08 
Systematic approach to investment



Types of Mutual Funds
Mutual Fund Classification

Active

Passive

Management

Open-ended

Close-ended

Interval

Structure

Equity

Debt

Gold

Hybrid

Objective

Others

ETF



Classification basis of Equity Mutual Fund

1 2 3 4 5 6

Large Cap Mid Cap Small Cap Flexi Cap Diversified Sector

7 8 9 10

Thematic ELSS Index Arbitrage



Types of debt fund and classification as per time horizon

Liquid

Fund

Ultra

Short-term

Short-term

Bond Fund

Income

Fund

Long-term

Bond Fund

Gilt

Fund

Short Term

Mid Term

Long Term



Types of Hybrid Fund

Balanced 

Fund

Monthly Income 

Plan



Investment process of a Mutual Fund

Investor

Fund

House

Markets

Returns

Fund managers invest in 

securities based on common 

financial goals

Passed back to investor

Generate returns

Pools money with



Why is financial planning 

important?



Value of money depreciates gradually due to inflation

• Give importance to TIME because time is money

• Inflation reduces the value of money due to rise 

in prices of general goods and services 
40,000

50,499

67,579

90,436

121,024

1 year 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years

Impact of inflation (6%) on monthly expenses of Rs. 40,000 

today

• It is important to grow your invested money faster 

than the average inflation. OTHERWISE 

expenses will go up and savings will decline

• Real returns depicts to you the actual increase in

investment value

40,000
50,499

67,579

90,436

121,024

40,000
54,420

79,960

117,488

172,628

1 year 5 years 10 years 15 years 20 years

Investment beating inflation

Inflation @ 6% Investment Returns @ 8%

The above mentioned rates are based on assumption, it does not indicate any future returns



Modes of investing in 

Mutual Funds



Ways of investing in Mutual Funds

SIP STP SWP

What is
It is a periodical investment of fixed 

amount in a particular MF scheme

It is transfer of funds from one MF scheme to 

another

It is a fixed periodical redemption 

of MF scheme

How
Money gets debited from bank account to 

buy MF units

Fund house sells MF units and buy units of 

another scheme

Fund house sells MF units and 

credits the money back into bank 

account

When

SIP is ideal for investments across various 

market cycles, and should be used to 

achieve certain goals

STP is ideal when you are a few years away 

from your goal or during market volatility

SWP is ideal for retirement or 

while using the money to fund 

goals

Tax

Tax is not applicable on equity schemes, if 

it is redeemed after a year of every 

instalment

It may attract short-term or long-term capital gains tax depending on the MF you 

sell and investment time horizon



Benefits of SIP: Rupee Cost Averaging

This is the benefit one enjoys when one is investing regularly

More mutual fund units are allotted when prices are low and the market is bearish

Fewer mutual fund units are allotted when prices are high and market is bullish

Rupee cost averaging brings down short-term fluctuations in investments



Benefits of SIP: Power of Compounding

Power of compounding according to Albert Einstein

Compound interest is the 

8th wonder of the world

“He who understands it, earns 

it….he who doesn’t….pays it”

Compounding is a true companion of an

investor who is disciplined

It is superior to simple interest as it earns

interest on interest

It helps an investor by transforming

investments into an effective asset, which

generates income

Such investments generate higher returns for

investors as they are reinvested and not spent



Mutual Funds are for 

everyone



Let’s meet the Sharma family

Mr. Sharma

Mr. Sharma, who has just

retired, has a decent corpus

which he wants to put to

optimum use for living a happy

retired life. He is wondering

where and how to invest his

retirement fund.

Vivek,  Mr. Sharma’s son 

Vivek is a middle-aged

executive, looking for

investment avenues to save tax,

meet various goals, and create a

retirement corpus.

Anita, Vivek’s wife

Anita is a working executive

who has given birth to a baby

girl recently, and is looking for

ways to save for the child’s

future and other family goals.

Manish,  Anita & Vivek’s son

Manish at a very young age has

learnt from his grandfather that

saving is important. He has

savings and recurring accounts

where he accumulates corpus

for his higher education.



Vivek can map his goals and then

invest through an SIP. E.g., to

create an emergency corpus

(equivalent to six months’

expenses), he should park the

requisite amount in a liquid fund.

He can also consider ELSS for

tax saving purposes.

How does Mutual Fund fit into each of the mentioned needs of the Sharma family? (1/2)

Mr. Sharma can opt for low-

risk debt funds with an SWP

plan. This will generate a

monthly income, and give

him the benefits of low-risk

investments.



Learning to save is good,

although money sitting idle leads

to wealth erosion due to inflation.

Since he is saving for his higher

education, which is still some

years away, he can consider

diversified equity funds for

investment through SIP mode.

How does Mutual Fund fit in each of the mentioned needs of the Sharma family? (2/2)

Anita can explore mutual funds

to start an SIP in a debt-

oriented mutual fund for a

period of 2-2.5 years. This way

she will have sufficient fund for

admitting her daughter to a

playschool of her choice.



If objective is capital preservation, and traditional investment

has been in savings bank account/short-term recurring

deposit, then invest in liquid or ultra short-term funds

If objective is to generate income, and traditional

investment has been in post office monthly income

scheme, then invest in debt funds (such as income

funds)

If objective is capital appreciation, and traditional

investment has been in real estate or direct equities, then

invest in equity funds

Your objective will decide the type of Mutual Fund you should buy



Annexures



Annexure 1: How to buy a Mutual Fund?

Identify your 

goals  and risk 

tolerance  before 

investing

Consider style 

and fund type2 Be aware of 

charges and fees3
Evaluate managers and past results

• Online – Mutual Fund Co. and others

• Offline – Financial distributors4
Fill up form and 

attach relevant 

documents 5
Submit6

1



Annexure 2: How to redeem a Mutual Fund?

Things to be considered before redemption

• Applicable NAV

• Turnaround time

• Funds with lock-in period

• Exit loads and applicable taxes

Activate online 

account
Mutual Fund 

redemption form

or

Choose redemption

Fill up relevant details

Submit

Money is transferred to your bank account
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Thank You




